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Abstract,

This study was designed to gather quantitative information

regarding pedagogical competencies learned during the summer
Apprenticeship Instructors Institute funded by the
Electrical Training Trust of Cali:
fornia,

International

Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (I.B.E.W).

The institute

, Department of Vocational
was directed by Dr Joseph English,
and Adult Education, California State University, San

Bernardino, California.

Surveys Afere sent to 60 electrical

apprenticeship instructors who had completed the institute.
Quantitative ranking analysis was done to determine the

extent to which pedagogical competencies learned during the
I.B.E.W. summer Apprenticeship In structors Institute program
were currently being applied in e xisting apprenticeship

programs.

Results of the study i.ndicated a very high

retention and usage of all compet:encies learned by

apprenticeship instructors during the institute.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTIO:N

Background
The widely used word for this decade in the United

States seems to be vocational educ^tion. The need

for such

education in the United States is Paramount in ord,er to

produce a nation at least equal to some of the more

prosperous countries such as Germarjiy and Japan.

s

an

instructor in computer information systems, we see daily the
need for instructors to be adequat4ly

of effective teaching skills.

Mor^

dbe able to pass their knowledge tq

educated in the area

skilled teachers need to

unskilled workers to

produce a society of qualified, hidhly skilled workers able
to get this nation up to par with cpther productive nations.
Recently, individuals particibated in a unique model
project which took a group of apprentice instructors and

placed them in a formal training

competencies

program.

The pede.gogical

will produce instructors who not only could

convey their knowledge to apprenticj:es
field, but do so in a professional

An Apprenticeship Instructor'

in the electrical

highly skilled manner.
Institute was held on

July 18 -25 1992 at California Sta1|:e University, Sian
Bernardino. This program was desig:ijied to enable participants

to meet the requirements for Califcj)rnia's part time
Vocational Instructional Credentia

Two courses were

offered and were designed to provi(|ie pedagogical
coitipetencies. The participants receiived

course mat erial in

modular format with each course requiring six modules. The

participants attended class sessioi|is in the daytirr e,

.

and the

evening was set aside for individual study prograrr s.

The

program dealt With adult learners, each with diffe rent
needs, aspirations, backgrounds,

abilities,

and leiarning

■styles. ,

State Department's of Educaticb:n .frequently set , . i .
certification requirements and give credit for experience in
the trade and formal education cour se work. This program

provided apprenticeshipi instructor^

with the minimal basic

vocational teaching competencies

complement .thelii^V ,

tC5

extensive trade experience. (Rice, 1982) .;

iV: ..:

The two week training session dealt with preparing

apprentice instructors to work wit]ji

adult learners utilizing

modules in EVOC 501 - Principles and Methods for Teaching

Designated Subjects and EVOC 518 - Field Work in Designated
Subj ects.
Staff

evaluation teams indicat ed that throughout the

week long intensive training progra:m, , enthusiasm and
,dedication of

the students to better their teachir.g skills

were most impressive. This enthusiasm was the catalyst for
this decision to do a follow up study to determine to what

extent, students,from the N.E.C.A/1 B.E.W Apprenticeship

Instructors Institute were currentlyy Utilizing teaching
skills learned during tUe training institute.

Nature of the Probiem

In reviewing apprenticeship instru'qtional models prior

the training institute, it was det4rmined

to

that vast skills

existed in the trade but the overa].l knowledge of
pedagogical competencies did not e> ist..This probiem also . :

occurs in industry, education, and business where highly
skilled individuals are unable to

rain fellow workers and

other instructors. Getting in touctL with how people learn is

essential to a productive economy,

did not meet California's part-timd

Instructors, also,

Vocational Instructionai

Credential requirements. instructoi-s in industry are

required to meet any kind of instructional

not

credentialing

prior to accepting a teaching or su;pervisor positibn.

Significance of the Study
Apprenticeship is a unique, vqluntary training system
through which individuals acquire

echnical skills and

related knowledge for a specific ocicupatiori. Training

combines daily on-the-!j;Ob instruetion in manipulative

skills

with periodic classroom instructior in technical subjects

related to work requirements (Rice & Spetz, 1982). According
to the Ryan Act, California requireis that part-time related

instructors working in state seconclary industrial bducation
systems be approved for a Designateid Subjects Teaching
Credential. The Designated Subjects; Teaching Credential
requires an apprentice instructor to possess qualiTying
experience, such as completion of his or her own indentured

apprenticeship and minimiam of two additional years

of work

experience. Preparing quality trade instructors tc ■

teach

should top the educational priority list.

This stjudy

will

help determine to what extent a unrversity teacher j education
model is effective in preparing IBEW journeymen to be
apprenticeship instructors by determining to what

extent the

skills learned are being used in the current program.
Services that result from Vocational Education

apprenticeship instructor association should provide
apprenticeship with assessment, associate degree programs,

curriculum development projects, instructor traini:ng and

advisory board participation. A stfong collaborative

partnership will be maintained het^een vocational education
and the private sector.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was

o determine the extent to

which pedagogical competencies tauhht during the I.B.E.W.
summer Apprenticeship Instructors Institute program were

currently being applied in existing apprenticeship programs.

Questions Guiding the Study

Questions regarding the effect[iveness of traijning
programs as post training have the ability to measiure and
test post training settings and ha\ e always presented

problems for evaluators. This was t:he case during

the Slimmer

Apprenticeship Instructors Institut:e. The basic ri^search
j

question under investigation in thi.s study focused, on the
extent to which pedagogical competeincies learned during the

training program are currently being utilized by
apprenticeship instructors.

Training evaluators have

always had a problem evaluating the effectiveness of post

training programs. Also, investigated was the ability to
I

test a expost facto assessment of a training program's
ability to test

individual's increased knowledge of

instructional methods and their peirception of edudation.
Questions were developed to tejst for specific;

pedagogical competencies that students learned during the

summer apprenticeship instructors training institii.te.
Limitations

There are over 120 union spon pored apprenticeable

skilled trades in America today

Hoiwever,

this study focused

on the I.B.E.W apprenticeship prog am. Future studies must
look at inter-locking networks of business and industrial

training centers sponsored by indufe try and governtient. Those
I

centers will train workers to becoiri'
e proficient,in there

related Skill, for, future 'persQn.al dnd economic growth... . ; V
Additionally a complete quantitati'v'e analysis to d jetermine
pedagogical competencies learned through training must be
expanded beyond the IBEW in Califoi";nia.

Definitions

For the purpose of this study, the following definitions
were used:

Apprenticeship:

A voluntary training program through

which individuals acquire trade and craft skill an
knowledge (Rice & Spetz, 1982)
I.B.E.W:

International Brotherhood of Electrical .

Workers.(Rice & Spetz, 1982)
American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations (AFL-CIO):

An association of autonomous

,

national unions financed primarily by the dues of union
members.(Young, 1982)

Occupational Analysis:

Study of an occupation

to

determine the need for skilled persons to perform that
occupation

:

and to acquire the skills and knowledg

necessary to achieve skill mastery in that occupation. Rice
et al (1982)

Wagner Act: An act developed in 1935 which stlengthened
the unions' rights to organize and bargain with
employers.(AFL Labor and Education Reports, Washington, DC,
1940)

International Labor Organization:

An agency

of the

United Nations, promoting better wqrking condition s
collective bargaining.

and

Enacted in 1919.(AFL CIO Committee

on Education, 1962)
Module: An instructional unit developed by the National

Center of Research Education.

A performance-based

teacher

education learning package.(The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education, 1983)

EVOC 501 -Principles and Methdds for Teaching

Designated Subjects:(California St^te University,

San

Bernardino, Catalog, 1992)

EVOC 518 - Field Work in Desidnated Subjects:
(California State University, San Bernardino, Catalog, 1992)

Journeyman: One who has served an apprenticeship in the

electrical trade and is a qualified worker in anothe^^'s
employ.

A competent but undistinguished

worker.(N.E.C.A./I.B.E.W., Instructors Guide, 1992)

Electrical Training Trust:

A state-of-the-art training

facility for apprentices and journeymen electricians that is
sponsored by the International Brotherhood of Electrical

Workers (IBEW) Local Union 11 and the National Electrical

Contractors Association (NECA), Los Angeles County Chapter,

The trust provides the highest quality of electrical
training available in the building industry.

Programs

include an intensive four-year apprjenticeship program for
men and women training to be union electricians, as well as
continuing education classes to kee p supervision and
electrical workers abreast of new

tjechnologies and

the

advancements of the industry (Persc'nal communication with
Martin Hunt, Director).

Pedagogical competencies: "The' non-technical skills
needed to teach apprentices, such a s those involved with

presenting information, developing instructional activities,
planning instruction, and managing learning activity".
(Rice, Spetz, Hughes, Drewes, & Nerden, 1982, p. 7).
Vocational Education: "Organi ed education pr ograms
which are directly related to the

reparation of individuals

for paid or unpaid employment or ar. additional preparation
for a career requiring other than

baccalaureate

or

advanced degree". (Vocational Educ tion Section, Title II,
of the Education Amendments of 1976!, p.l. 94-482, p.24).

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REV[lEW

Organized Labor and Vocational Education
For more than a century and a half, organized labor's

relationship with vocational education has been one of
wholehearted support and ehcouragein(ent..

The labor movement

in the United States has never slip ped'in paying cjLose
attention to educational problems,

The American Federation

of Labor (AFL) established resolutions calling for
compulsory education laws as well as laws against child

labor.

Gbmpers (1912) expressed his concern over the

damnable system which permits young

and innocent Children to

have their lives worked out of them in factories, mills,

workshops, and stores.

This was appalling and noted as one

Of the worst labors grievances.

a problem in labor today.

Ironically, thisiis still

As we look around the country, we

see the move toward exploited labor practices against young

people, particularly in areas heavily populated by
immigrants.

By the late 19th Century, some earlier unions such as

Bricklayers, Pressmen, and Typogirap hers established their .
own vocational schools.

Successful and well organized, they

laid the ground work for industrial education throiighout the

labor movement.

By the early 1900s , AFL committees

education were regularly reporting
status of vocational education.

on

to the AFL convention the

Th e 1907 AFL convention.

for example, recognized the formatl.on of the National

Society for the Promotion of Indust.rial Education.

The

Industrial Education Committee (1912) reported the strong

support of the AFL to the National Society and endorsed its
objective, raising the standard of industrial education and
teaching higher techniques of our \ arious industri

s.

From the beginning, organized labor saw the new

vocational education program as muc h more than a w ay to
teach workers to be more efficient,

During the 1920s, at

the AFL Committee on Education, Mat.thew Woll, President of
the Photo-engravers Union and a me:liber of the AFL Committee,

commented, "We want education to cdntinue to establish

a

habit of mind that is creative where we find expression in

every relation in life... Vocatione.1 education sho uld make
the whole work process educational in character." (Woll,
1923, p. 93)
In the 1930s, organized labor strongly advocated the

use of vocational training and retr'aining with the hope that
vocational education could make a contribution towiard

relieving the problems of unemployit|i'ent.

Once agai:n, Woll

(1932) asked for a joint effort peEmitting the experience of
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industrialists, labor, and executiv es to enrich and direct
the course of vocational education.

Although there were apprentice ship programs developed
by unions in the 19th Century, the first national
apprenticeship program was not esta:blished until t:le
of the Fitzgerald Act of 1937.

In 1939, the labor

passage

movement

and the U, S. Office of Education jointly promoted

the

International Labor Organization's recommendations

for

apprenticeship programs.

Recommendations made included,

written definitions of apprenticesh ip, specific periods of
time for apprenticeship in each tra de, wages to be paid

during an apprenticeship program, p revision for related
instruction, and joint employer-employee committee approval.
(Beyer, 1940, p. 22)
Through the years, labor had strongly supported

apprenticeship programs that included cooperative
relationship between the schools, e mployers, unions, and
equipment manufacturers.

The courses were expected to be up

to date, and the instructors were to be experts in their

trade.

Bey (1940) spoke of union involvement

in

apprenticeship programs leading to labor support for
journeyman retraining courses, such as those developed at
the Washburne Trade School in Chicago.
The AFL, Guide for Vocational Education (1938
described the rationale for vocatio nal education and its
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importance to youth, the economy, a nd the welfare bf the
nation.

It was also critical of pr oposals to compromise

quality in vocational education pre gram and to produce a
The AFL implored

large number of low-skilled workers

affiliates to get involved in vocat.ional education; programs
on the local level.

The success of vocational education was

seen as a joint responsibility, with the support of trade
and industrial education by labor

s an essential part of

that joint responsibility.
At every convention, the AFL
vocational education.

eaffirmed its faith in

It continuo4sly

called for the

highest standards for a lifetime of: learning.

At the 1949

convention, the AFL approved an Executive Council report to

the delegates that stated, in part, the following:
"Vocational training, formal and informal, must help
establish standards for work profic:iency as well as equip
the worker for his work.

Education must be continuous.

Adult education is as essential in our complex society as is

elementary education or any other ](evel of education." (AFL,

Report of the Executive Council on Education, 68th
Convention, 1949, P.24).

American Vocational Association (A^fA)
American Vocational Association (1954) recognized the

value of improving linkages with otpher organizations in
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order to solve problems that were becoming widespread within

the vocational education system, ivj'embership

for t;ie

committee was selected from states with good relationships

with both management and labor.

Th e creation of AVA's

Labor-Management Relations Committee was still another

indication of the dependence of vocational education upon
its relationships with labor and management.
The labor movement had continu ously looked for ways to

expand its relationship with vocational education,

In 1962,

the International Brotherhood of Electrical Worker ss (IBEW)

and the U. S. Office of Education a nnounced a join t: training

agreement to improve training in the electrical trades.
Prior to this agreement, the U. S. Office of Education had
appointed a panel of consultants on vocational education to
make a national study of the electrical field.

During the

same year that the IBEW announced its joint training

agreement, the AFL-CIO Committee on Education presented its

views to the panel in a paper called "The Changing Needs of
Vocational Education." (Shields, 1962)
This paper reviewed labor's support for vocational
education over the years.

It also identified some major

problems that vocational education needed to solve in the
next decade.

Problems included "better training for entry-

level jobs in a rapidly changing economy, teaching new
skills to workers whose jobs were eliminated due to

13

technological innovation, iniproving training for teachers,
and keeping up with technical progress." (Shields, 1962, p.
1-4).

By 1968, however, the AFL-CI0 Executive Council had

agreed with the National Advisory Council on Vocational
Education that the "promise of the Act has not been

realized." (AFL-C10, 1968, p. 190).

The Executive Council

urged increased funding for vocatio:nal education p rograms,
and in 1968 when the Vocational Education Amendmen t was

passed, the amendment provided funds for the disad•/antaged,

consumer education of the poor, innovative programs,
curricula testing, and new testing methods.

new

More i neaningful

responsibilities were given to the national and state
advisory councils.

The AFL-CIO hailed the legislation as a

"landmark in the history of vocational legislation
However, the AFL-CIO was concerned over then-President

Richard Nixon's withholding funds authorized by the 1968

amendments."

(AFL-CIO, 1969, p. 56).

Education Amendment of 1976

Through the next two presidential administrations,

battles were constantly being fought by the AFL-CIO in an

attempt to eliminate categorical funding and to lump
vocational education funds into biock grants that Afould have

provided significantly reduced funding.

During the Carter

administration the Education Amendments of 1976 were passed

14

and supported by the AFL-CIO.

AFL-CIO assesseja the

The

result of the struggle for adequate education funding during
the Nixon-Ford years.

Organized labor urged President

Carter to address the needs of voca tionai education students

working with out-of-date equipment, the tracking of

such

students, and the inadequate fundin g for vocationa1 .
programs.

They urged appropriations at the fully authorized

level and full implementation of language concerning the
role of the advisory committees.

The AFL-CIO had steadily

called for a substantial leadership program on the
level to enable the nation's public

federal

education system to

educate and retrain America's current and future work force.
Organized labor had strongly supported current efforts

to

authorize the Vocational Education Act at higher

appropriation levels in order to priovide better education

and training related to job opportqnities. "Furthermore,
Congress had been asked to provide the means to enable
vocational education to train stude;nts to use high tech

equipment to provide new initiative:s for the retraining of

adults to provide support for the t.raining, retention, and

upgrading of tsachers, and to contl,nue to strengthen

the

requirements for labor represehtatj.on on local advisory
councils." (AFL-CIO, 1983, p. 190)

15

Organized Labor and the Classroom

In spite of the clear and presSing need for vocational
education students to learn about collective bargaining and
the contributions of unions, the actual classroom experience
of such Students can be described as bne in which
transmission

of such vital knowled

than the rule.

ge is more the ^xception

nized labor is ^ part of

Meany stated, "Orga

the very fabric of our society, and it ought to be an
important part of any serious attempt to understand that

society.

In most schools today, this has not happened."

(Meany, 1980,. p.1)
The distorted view of bur econ omy and of American

society in the schools is aggravate d by the flood of
materials sent to teachers.

Leading corporations and other

management-oriented organizations,
U. S.

such as the

Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of

Manufacturers, lean on the virtues of free enterprise, which

treats labor either in a negative n.anner

or not at all.

Some states such as Maine and New Y brk City, are making

strides in developing materials abC'ut

labor.

There is a

conscious effort "to balance the labor and management

perspectives and to provide opporti;.nities to explain and
express the point of view of busineiss, bhe employer, and

management, as well as dissent on ][abor union and
issues." (Riehl, 1983, p. X).
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labor

No vocational education program could be complete

without exposing students to organized labor's important
role in shaping fhe world Of careers.

Hardly a city in

America now exists without some form of organized labor,

Labor's involvement in vocational e ducation flows trom its
fundamental support of public educa tion which is basic to a
democratic society.

Organized labc r's efforts established

today's public school system.

Unde rlying its support

of the

public vocational education, labor's concern for quality

workmanship and training through aElprenticeships or

other

training systems is evident.
The majority of students in 01.r public schools

are

children of working men and women, and organized 1abor wants
these students to get the best that: is available,

Concern

for the children and the nation had led union members to
serve on hundreds of school boards

throughout the nation.

and advisory COuncils

Local and ^tate labor bodies

have

worked tirelessly to win better financial support for the
schools.

Labor representatives helped to establish

standards and training schedules for apprenticeshiP
programs.

Union representatives contributed to the body of

knowledge and research concerning t''ocational education,
^
helped to plan career conferences. served on national
commissions, and developed programs for dislocated workers.
The value of organized labor's lin> age with vocatilonal

17

education is self-evident.

To stre ngthen it is the

challenge.

Vocational Education in Apprenticeship
Apprenticeship is a unique, voluntary training system
through which individuals acquire trade and craft skills and

knowledge.

Training combined daily on-the-job instruction

in manipulative skills with periodic classroom instruction
in technical subjects related to work requirements

Since

apprentices are full-time employees of the company in which
they are apprenticed, the system ineluded a pay sc:ledule for
apprentices while they train.

The system also req jired a

formal written agreement between the apprentice an :i the
program sponsor which set forth expectations, duties, and
obligations of each party for the term
apprenticeship.

of the

Along with the personnel preliminaries of

pay schedule and overtime regulations, a time schedule for
training in different aspects of the occupation is also
included.

For centuries, apprenticeship had been a preferred
method of training.

Thousands of workers have been trained

to perform effectively in highly skilled and technical
occupations to the advantage of both the individuals and the
sponsors.

According to Rice (1982), the apprentice received

several advantages such as gaining varied skills through
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instruction and experience in uH niajor aspects of:his
trade; learned to work in harmony with different types of

trades and crafts people in a work

setting; learned to work

within a company or work organization; learned abo It each

skilled worker's part in the productivity plan of the
industry or business; received a wage with regular;increases
while learning a Skilled craft or trade; increased!
employability and economic security

and received recognition

as skilled workers from peers, journeymen, employers and
union members.

There are over 700 apprenticeable trades or crafts
including a machinist, die maker an d electrician,
Apprenticeable occupations are defined as those trades which
skills are primarily learned throug h a combination of onthe-job training supplemented by related technical^
instruction requiring at least 2,000 hours of work

experience plus related instruction , involve manual,
mechanical or technical skills and

is practiced industry-

wide as a recognizable trade or era ft; and involve?d the
development Of a body of skills sufficiently well defined to

be applicable throughout an industr y.

These skills usually

do not involve selling, managerial, clerical or professional
activities.

To be selected for an apprentlce position, applicants

must be a.ble to physically perform the work of the
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craft or

trade; must meet minimum age requir ments; and usu41ly

must

convince the program sponsor by tes t, interview, a:hd records

that, as apprentices, they will profit from the training
experience;

For most trades and cr afts, applicants liiust be

high school graduates or must have earned high school
equivalency certificates.

The prbg ram sponsors pia:

administer, and pay for the program

Sponsors can be

individual employers, groups of employers:, or comb

nations

of employers and unions.
The sponsor sets policy concer hing the conduct Of the
program.

Jurisdiction included selecting

and indehturing

apprentices, supervising: training, establishing training

. ;:

curriculum, and certifying apprenti es as journeymen upon
completion of the program,

A variety of relationships denote
between the apprenticeship system and

the association
vocational education

to include evaluation and assessment services; associate

degree programs; pre-apprenticeship experiences;

curricuium

development projeots; instructor training and certification;
related instruction courses; and ad visory and planning board

participatiori.

The most frequently

used associations are

those in which vocational education provided related

instruction or advisory board participation.

The most .

infrequently Used associations are those in which vocational
education provided assessment and evaluation services or
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associate degree programs.

In each instance, vocational

education provides a prescribed ser vice to an individual or
organizational apprenticeship clien t.

A viable, but infrequently use 1, service provided by
vocational education to apprentices;hip training is
evaluation and assessment at either the program or

individual level. "A notable exception is Oregon where the
State Department of Education had d eveloped and adininistered
a program assessment instrument in all education a ssociated

related instruction settings.

Usin g the instrumen

,

a

researcher established empirical ratings about the efficacy

of various aspects of related instruction including public

relations, planning, record keeping , enrollment procedures,
training methods, and so forth.

The resulting information

is used to plan and revise programs in order to ensure
currency and efficiency." (Edwards, 1983, p. 12)

A second

A second type of assessment pr ovided by vocational

education is occupational analysis.

Colorado State Board of

Community Colleges and Occupational Education and Colorado

State University have produced occupational analyses for a
number of trades.

"Each analysis o :cupation outlined duties

and tasks for entry level workers and provided a siimmary
rating for importance of each task, as determined
sample of industry representatives,

3y a

Materials als :) included

suggestions about how to use the information in the
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instructional setting,; as well as several

sets of

performance objectives to aid in program planning.

(Barnes,

Lewis, 1980, p. 45)
Individual assessment and eval aation services

provided by vocationai educators in

are

several states

Services involve qualifying and selecting the program,
giving credit for prior experience, allowing advancement
during term of apprenticeship, and offering guidance

and

counselling. "The majority of stand ards allocate 20 to 25 :
percent of the total qualifying points to formal education
and educational certification." (Rice, 1981, p. 2)

In

several instances, the standard for Instructional Union of

Electrical Workers, for example, as signed points
for education, but also for specific participat

)t only

n(

on

relevant shop and vocational educat Lon experiences

in

(U.S.

Department of Labor, 1976).
Another area of assessment and evaluation, providing

counseling and career information, IS a service offered by
personnel to many public schools in cooperation with local;
apprenticeship sponsors.

In California, local schools are

charged with providing apprenticeship information cind

counseling through the auspices of :he career guidcLnce
office. "Such information not only

encourages participation

and interest in apprenticeship, but also provides a direct
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service to indentured apprentices." (California Vod ational
Education Planning Coinmitte, 1989, ?. 33)

;

The idea of combining apprentipeship training

and

college study had emerged during th'h past decade from
experimental study to accepted practice.

The programs

involved apprentices not only in related instruction, but

also in a variety of other formal educational experiences
that resulted in the award of an as sociate degree or credit

toward an associate degree at the conclusion of the

apprenticeship period.
Recently, a new program has emierged called the pre

apprenticeship program.

It is a service arrangement where

the time of the student-trainee is divided equally between

formal schooling and work.

Not only have pre-apprenticeship

programs been a successful training model for serving

typical students, but they also hav

proven effective as a

means of bringing special target gr bups of students into
apprenticeship.
Curriculum development is one ::ype of association

between vocational education and ap;prenticeship. and

training.

Typical projects ranged



from production|of

oduction of curriculum

related instruction materials to pr

for entire training projects. "The Utah State Board for

Vocational Education, in conjunctioh with qualified
tradesmen and industry representati /es, has developed a set
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of materials for instructors to use as texts for related

subjects." (Utah Vocational Educati)pn Planning Committe,
1989). The Plumbing Guide offered a four year course of
materials dealing with subjects ran^ing from related
mathematics to plumbing codes.

The guide provided lessen

by-lesson directions for the instru ator.

It laid out the

purpose of each lesson, required re source materials, and
specific information points to emph asize.

Each set of

materials came in four parts -- a gisneral outline for the

curriculum; the instructor's guide; the study guide; and
unit tests and final examination.

A very extensive set of occupa tional specific
curriculum materials for related instruction training had

been prepared by the California Sta te Department o:
Education.

Originally developed at the request of industry,

the materials were written in conju notion with union and

industry representatives and were made available for a
.multitude of trades. (California State Department of

Education, 1990, pp. 23-56).

The most frequently used service provided by vocational
education to apprenticeships is related instruction,
Related instruction is the classroo m portion of

apprenticeship and is critical to the efficacy of the
overall training.

Related instruction as part of

apprenticeship training is provided in the rules and
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regulations of the National ApprentjLceship
standards required that a minimum o

Act.

The

144 hours a yeiar of

apprenticeship training be provided to each trainee in

related subjects.

This period can be increased and some

industries require as much as 200 tb 300 hours yearly in
related subjects by apprentices.

T le subjects taught

included theory, principles, and teChnical knowledge needed
for the job; information to assist :he apprentices to better

accept and discharge their responsi Dilities; and occasional

manipulative skills that are import^:nt
but are not provided conveniently i
the-job training.

to the craft or trade

the apprentice's on-

This is an impor cant part of an

apprenticeship training system and is necessary in order to
earn journeyman certification.

Instructor Training and Certificatiptn
Training and certification of apprenticeship
instructors is an important element in vocational education,

Certification is prescribed by law in a number of states,

such as Wisconsin, Kentucky, Washington

and Massachusetts.

The credentialing process is the fo zus of several state-wide

training programs in states, such a 3 Maine, California,

Indiana and Pennsylvania and severajL institutions, such as
Purdue, Pennsylvania State University, and Ohio State
University.
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state Department's of Educatioifi frequently set
certification requirements and give credit for both
experience in the trade and formal

Education course work,

In Massachusetts, for example, the department of Education

regulations set forth minimum quali ications for instructor
selection in order to ensure that adptenticeship

have minimal basic teaching competehcies
experience.

instructors

and trade

have a
Specifications required that instructors
I

high school diploma, necessary know|.edge and skills of
practicing journeyman, and two addi ional years of

trade

experience.

have even

Instructpts in evening trade programs

more stringent requirements. " To q;ualify, instructors must
have a license to teach a trade wit 1 preference for

college degree, specified periods

of

work experience, and

acceptable scores on performance tests.

While adult

vocational instructors are not required to hold a
certificate, they must meet the pre/isions of the state plan

for vocational education." (Americap Federation of Labor,
1983, pp. 155-156)

In California, the Ryan Act re<3uired that part-time
related instructors working in state secondary indiistrial

education systems be approved for tae Designated Subjects
Teaching Credential (DS). "The DS required an apprentice
instructor to possess qualifying ex;;perience, such as
completion of his or her own indent ared apprenticeship in
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combinatiori with a miniinuin of two additional years df work,

experience.

In addition, each instructor must complete a 60

hour Techniques of Teaching Course (pffered by the I^ivision
of Vocational Education in copperat .on with the Ga1ifornia
state Department Of Education.

The course Is Offered at

locations throughout the state and Aipet in the evenings or
on Saturdays, once a week for 20 weeks.

FulT-^^d

instructors have more stringent requirements.

They must

demonstrate occupational proficiericy by successful
completion of a battery of written and manipulative tests

In addition, they must complete a 9-semester unit

personalized in-service training program and meet i^inimum

citizenship requirements." (Califorjiia Vocatgional

Education

Planning Committee, 1990)

Formal training programs desighed to meet certification

and selection requirements are available in all states that
require such certification.

Until recently, most

Certification and/oi qualifying programs were avail able Only

through university-based, degree granting options.

are now more innovative, field based options.

There

For example,

the University of Maine and the Maine Department of

Education and Cultural Services sponsor training programs
for related subjects instructors.

Eased on an assessment of

need for teaching skills, a set of individualized training
materials have been adapted specifically for the target
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population of instructors.

Content is delivered through

field-based institutes, workshops, cpOrrespohdence study, and

formal class work, depending on loc^tion throughout; the
state.

The results indicated an im;
.^rovement in thd

pedagogical skills of new instructo3|:s.'
Institutional programs are geated more toward Itraining

than certification of related train ng instructors.;

For

example, Purdue University trained Approximately 1,000
instructors a year from the United

i^ssociation of Plumbers

and Fipefittefs during an annual smmer program.
twenty-ninth year,

]N(ow in its

"the program is a five-year, 200-hour

training effort that results in certification as an

ihstructor of journeymen and apprenlj:ices.

Each annual

workshop combined equal 20-hour parfs of course work
designed to upgrade technical trade skills in subjejct:s like

electricity, steam technology, code 'standards, and materials

with course work designed to improv^

pedagogical ptactice in

related instructioh." (National Cenfer for Research, 1984,
P-. 2)

Vocat'i'bnal Education in California
X

California, with a population of over 26 milliOn people

and constant changing demographic piAtterns, continu!ously
grows.

"People enter the state at i

rate of 400,00;0:

per

year." (California State Department of Education, 1i989)
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A.

Forecasters expect Galifornia to reich an epidemic [level of

32 million by ttie year 2000.

This ]population growtjh and its

accompanying social and cultural di^|/'iersity had an impact on
the demands for career-vbcatibnal eelucation at all levels. ,

California's large immigration rates and greap cultural
diversity is due to a natural linkadie with Pacific [nations
Fifteen percent of

of Latin America and Asian countries

California's populatioh were born in other countries,. and

not all aliens were accurately c6un|:ed.
estimated two million undocumented

There are ;an

immigrants, mOst of whom

reside in Southern California.
With such demographics, it was necessary to develop a
plan that expressed state heeds and priorities as opposed to
just a response to federal mandates

The mission of career-

vocational education in California iias to enhance the

personal and economic well being of individuals and to
develop human resources which contributed to the economic
development of the state. (1989)

Til'e

premise of the mission

was to provide a continuum of caree -vocational programs and

support services responsive to equi:y, changing demographic

patterns, changing needs, advances fn technology, working

conditions and skill requirements o

employment.

|

To accomplish this mission, ca eer vocational [education
must establish and strengthen partn^^rships with employers,

labor, government, and other approp iate public and private
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agencies to ensure that students are prepared to s^ok and
obtain work, hold employment, advance in their chosien

careersj and adjust to changing labpr market demanc s.
Emphasis on educational reform hads been placed

on the mastery of core academic conibetencies by all
students.

The continuing need for a literate, well;

trained, and flexible work force strengthened the
interdependent relationship between academic and ca reer

vocational programs and levels of education, as wel1 as

placed increase emphasis on life-lorjig learning and

career

upgrading opportunities.
The factors that have effected and will contin Ue to

effect career vocational education Have been grouped

into

six broad Categories: a change in teichnology; economic and

occupational trends; a change in de4ographic patterns;
changed social values and patterns; student attritibn; and
educational reform. (California Plar for Education, 1990,

P.5).
Career-vocational education fac ed significant
challenges.

The past vocational education focus of

providing only "job specific skills." which began i11 1917

with the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act; had been replaced
by a newer structure of broader educational experiences.

Today, career vocational education must be dynamic and

responsive to continuing changes in technology, occupational
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trends, demographies, and social values.

"At the s ame time.

the new focus for the reform of careier-vocational education

must include cooperative planning b€;tween academic/liberal

arts and career-voGational education personnel, effective
labor and education; a

linkages between business, industry

shift to an instructional focus that recognizes the rieed for
increased academic arid critical thinking skills; eqiuity and

excellence for the growing populatio:n of .students a't

risk of

school failure, and reduction of the school dropout rate."

(California Plan for Cafeer-Vpcational Education, 1990,

P.61).

Today, career vocational ediji'cation programsi must be

sufficiently comprehensive in scope and content to maximize
an individual's ability to adapt to constantly changing
technologies and labor market needs

education must emphasize the dignity

At all levels;,
of work and the

worthiness of all occupations.

Apprenticeship Training and Standar(p
Recently, a study performed in Florida (Worthi ngton,

1981) concluded that the requiremen'f: for the completion
an apprenticeship training program

should be based

of

on

competence, rather than the period of participation in the
program.

If providers of apprenticeship training programs

are to be able to follow this recomitiiendation and to effect

other changes in the structure of appreriticeship training
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programs that have beGome necessary as a result of recent
technological, demographic, and economic changes, then a

strong collaborative partnership must be maintained!between

the vocational education and private

sectors,

In 1982, Florida established the Job Training
i ■

Partnership Act joining with Private Industry councils.

■

The

council consisted of "the Division of Vocational, Adult, and

Community Education; the Florida Counoil on Vocational
Education; the Florida Education and Industry coalition; the

Florida High technology and Industry Council; the Industry
Services Training Program and Advisory Council; the Job

Training Partnership Act; and the Trust Fund for Post
secondary cooperation. (National Center for Research, 1987)

As a result of the study, the Counci1 made the following
changes in vocational education: "(1) strengthened the

industrial representation component Dn the Regional

coordinating Councils (2) strengthen sd the involvement of
labor and apprenticeship in vocation al education and (3)
increased regional coordination of vocational education and
training activities and related orga:nizations." (1987, p. 4)
In 1983, the Department of Educ iation

implemented

eas of improvement of

several important projects in the ar

related instruction in apprenticeshib training and

improvement of linkages between vocational education and
organized labor in the United States],
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Moreover, th^ new

federal legislation, the Carl D. Perkins Vocational
Education Act of 1984, contained several provisions i geared

toward improving the linkages and collaboration between
apprenticeship and vocational education.
Thomas (1983) identified the un derlying dimensions of
the barriers and facilitator to the linkage of vocatiohal

education and registered apprenticeship programs.

anticipated that knowledge of the factors

It was

derived fiom

barriers and facilitator would provide assistance iii the
development of models designed to establish collabo rative
arrangements between the two agencies.'

Participant

included interviewees to identify potential.barriers

and

faciiitator to linkages and to act as respondents to the
barriers and facilitator survey developed from inte rview

iesults.

A factor analysis identified five orthogonally

rotated factors.

The factors were apprenticeship s election ;

process; inadequacies of vocational education as prsparation

for apprenticeship training; awareness of the functions of
other agencies; communication within and between ag^encies;
and deterrents created by the factors

.

Planning the Apprenticeship Program
Apprenticeship programs, like ml-any other human;
activities, are performed more effectively and efficiently
when they are carried out according to a prescribed;plan.
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The utility of the plan is dependent upon the extent

to

Which it is based on a sound and the rough understanding of

the need for action and the alternative available cthoices.

This information is provided by a technique called
"occupational analysis

(Drewes, 1982).

Occupatio nal

analysis is a study of an occupatior to determine the need

for skilled persons to perform that occupation and
the skills» knowledge, and attitude
skill mastery in that occupation,

planning an apprenticeship program,

to have

required to ac hieve

V

his is the first step in

However, before the ■

analysis is accomplished, it must be determined if

■

the

occupation is an apprenticeable occupation.
After these determinations have been made, it is then

necessary to decide what to teach,

In order to com.0

a primary task of planning instruct!ons one needs to

up with
■ ■ :

identify the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary for
successful job performance; decide

n the dppropria•teness

the information for inclusion in related instructio■n;
fit the information into a content framework for th

of

and
related

subjects instructional experience.
Perhaps the most critical tasks : in planning in struction

is deciding and explaining what one is teaching.

These

tasks are critical because in apprenticeship, the g oal is to

help each apprentice eventually acquire all necessary
knowledge and skills to perform his craft.
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The exact time

span will vary according to how quickly the trainer learns
the characteristics of the trade.

Instruction is often

organized around individual strengths and limitations, and
may use a variety Of means to Convey information,
Individual; records are maintained for each apprentice to

include the amount of time spent on training.

Outcomes of

instruction are emphasized and expressed as objectives,

Objectives indicate expected learning in performance terms.
They explain exactly how the apprentices must behave or

perform, how well they must perform, ,and

under what

conditions the performance must take place.

These become

the instructional goals for the class.
After the objectives are clear1y defined, it is
necessary to establish performance standards.

These serve

as reference points for judging performance of apprentices
consisting of criteria and minimum 1evel

of success

"For adults to learn effectively, they must develop a

sense of ownership of the informaticn and skills learned,

They must be able to translate written materials into their
own words and in ways that permit th em to place themselves
in roles in which the information un der

applied." (Rice, Spetz, 1982, p. 30)

consideration is

This means that the

construction and use of examples anc practice situations may
be the most critical of all training tasks in related
instruction.
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Apprenticeship instruction
Just as it is the duty of an apbrentice instructor to ^
provide related subject instruction, it is equally important

to convey information in an instructional setting.

One must

be aware of the particular needs of the apprentices with

whom one will be working in regard to their acquiring

knowledge and skills and applying these knowledge and skill
ideas to on-the-job experiences.

In order to present the

material in an effective manner, familiarity with the

subject matter is crucial.

One must be able to deal with

both the "know how" and the "know wh y" in related siibjects,

while the apprentices' .onTthe-job in struction
"how to" in terms of specific job skills.

1982, P. 42)

focuses On the

(Nerden, Rice,

Poor directions lead to miscommunication or,
It is vital that information

worse yet, serious accidents.

is presented in a:clear, concise manner.

Direction

must be

given, instruction provided and expe stations explained as
many times■throughout an instruction or work activii •y>
Certainly, it is a necessary task at the beginning of
instruction with further clarification throughout tlle

instructional periQd.

Clear,expecta tions are impon

because they set the stage for learning.

ant

What will be done

and by whom, in what time frame and ■ with what mater; els and

to what end result must be clearly dsfined.
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This structure

allows apprentices to create Individual internal learning
strategies for addressing and mastering the materials.

Providing for Individual Needs of Apprentice
All people respond differently to training,
Differences can come from various abilities, interests, and

experiences of the trainee's life,

An important part of the

instructor's job is to identify these differences and design
instruction so that training is effective for each
apprentice.

This identification process is called

"assessment." (Spetz, 1982, p.23)
Assessment is an ongoing process; needs and interests
change constantly.

It is important to establish different

methods to collect information from various sources about

different characteristics of apprentices that may e:cfect
learning.

With an effective assessment tool, an instructor

is better equipped to provide a basis for making
instructional decisions about placement of the trainee in a
related instructional program, seguencing and pacin<
instructional activities, or identif ying special supportive

services.

The greater the amount of information collected,

the more complete is the picture of the apprentice, and the
more satisfactory is the plan for the apprentice's training
program.
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Sources indicated that the first national

apprenticeship program was established with the Fitzgerald
Act of 1937 and by 1939 both the labor movement and^ the U.

S. Office of Education jointly promoted

International Labor

Organization's recommendations for apprenticeship programs.

These joint efforts basically established the criteria for
the apprenticeship program as we know it today.
Further review revealed that although vocational

education is an important part of Am.erican industry and
unions a part of the American fabric, little is being done
today to bring vocational education into the Americ an
schools. ; ■

■

The study indicated that these skills are primarily

learned through on-the-job training supplemented by related
technical instruction.

It was also noted that many

vocational education services such as evaluation and

assessment are infrequently used.
Occupational analysis was another service offered by
vocational educators.

Business' duties and tasks were

provided for entry level wprkers along with summary ratings
for each task. Individual assessments are and evaluation
services were available in several states but unforl

are not available in every state.
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Instruction was found to be the most frequently used
service and was crucial to the effic acy of the overall

training program.

Instruction included theory, principles,
^ j

technical knowledge and manipulative skills important to the
craft or trade.

This was done in conjunction with an

apprentice's on-the-job training.
The review also indicated that

a number of stajtes were
i

lacking in the certification of apprenticeship instructors
while states mandating certification set certification

requirements through the State Depar tment's of Education,

Formal training programs were availaj:ble in all states
requiring certification and through University programs.

Many of these programs had innovative, field-based options
available.

The Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 fc cused primarily! on job

specific skills and has been replace d by broader educational
experiences.

Vocational Education today must be dynamic and

responsive to the continuing changes in technology
occupational trends, demographics an d social values^
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Chapter III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

Introduction

This chapter will discuss quantitative researc d- design
and related statistical concepts used to determine if
pedagogical competencies taught duri ng the I.B.E.W summer
Apprenticeship Instructors Institute program were currently
I

being applied in apprenticeship prog rams.

I

Methods and Procedures

The purpose of the study was to determine the extent to

.j

which pedagogical competencies taughjt
summer Apprenticeship Instructors In

during the I.B.E.W.

stitute programjwere

currently being applied in existing apprenticeship programs.
This chapter describes methods and procedures used 1::o

determine to what extent pedagogical competencies are

currently being applied in the apprenticeship progrgim.

Research Questions

A quantitative follow-up design

was used to answer the

following research questions:

1. To what extent were pedagogital competencies learned
during the Summer Apprenticeship Insi:ructors Institute
I

currently being utilized by instructors in the classroom?
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2. Did the Summer program change the apprenticeship
instructor's perception of their edu ational role?
3. Have instructional skills improved as a result of

the summer apprenticeship instructor training instit ute?

Population

Sample (n=19)

One hundred National Associatioh/International
Brotherhood of Electrical Contractorss attended the

instructor training. A Likert questi:Dhnaire was developed
and sent to (N=60) class participants
A Likert scale is a series of giraduations, levels, or
agrees of something,
values that describes various d'S
aestionnaires because
Scales are use extensively in q.
of beliefs or
they allow fairly accurate asse ssments
i

options. A likert scale can be written in two forms,

one in which the stem includes a value or direction, in
which case the respondent indicates the degree 'of
agreement; and one which the st<5m can be neutral, with

the direction provided in the response optipns,:
(McMillan, 1989, p. 260)

One primary step in developing a Likfert survey included a
pilot study to test for content, cla;:ity, and uniformity,
This pilot instrument was used to test for extraneohs

variables that might influence the results or conclusions of
the survey.

The pilot study was conducted with a group of
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25 Vocational Educatlpn Graduate Students at California

State University San Bernardino. This sample survey

was

passed out and reviewed for conciseness, clarity, extraneous

variables, content, understandability, and ease of use. The
feedback from this pilot study, helpe d to develop the final
follow-up questionnaire. This questi cnnaire had face

validity, trustworthiness, and reasonable answers to the
research questions. (Appendix B - co;py of research survey)
A sample size of (N=19) was selected from the

population that provided sufficient data to answer the
research questions. This sample size represents 31.7% of the
total population.

Related Procedures

The survey questionnaire was develop^d as a joint effort
between California State University

J. English, Coordinator

of Graduate Studies, Personal Commun cation, March, |I993)
and the California Statewide Joint Ai5:prenticeship Training

Committee (JATC) Instructor Training Institute (M. Hunt,

Director of Training Trust, Personal Communication, March,

1993)-. V
The purpose of the survey was to collect data regarding

individual responses to 8 precise pec^agogical compet ency
categories taught during the I.B.E.W

summer Apprenticeship

Instructors Institute program. This duestionnaire alOng with
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a standard quantitative research design

was used to!'

i
determine to what degree pedagogical

competencies learned;

did the program change the instructor's perception of their
educational role; and have instructional skills improved

during the Summer Apprenticeship Ins tructors Institute.
I

Questionnaire

Questionnaires and letters of etindorsement (Appendix A)
were sent to Mr. Marty Hunt, Electri;nal Training Trust, Los

Angeles, CA., for distribution. For the convenience 'of
i
the
respondents, the package had a self-addressed, stamped

envelope to return the completed queiStionnaires. (A^>pendices
A, B for copy of the questionnaire and the cover letter)

Analysis of the Data
(Research Question 1)

Quantitative research data were compiled using a Likert
questionnaire.

Data were analyzed to determine to What

extent competencies learned during the Summer Apprenticeship
i ■
Instructors Institute are currently being utilized by

instructors. The statistical analysis was done by two
computer programs. Number Cruncher Statistical System and
Spread Sheet Analysis. Graphic suppo2~t was also used to

execute this project. A frequency disitribution was utilized
i

to indicate the most and least frequently occurring [scores.
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Measurement of central tendency, mean score (arithmetical

!
average of all the scores), measurement of variability, and
standard deviations (the distance on

the average ofjthe

scores from the mean) were also calc ulated. This information
was essential to describe a homogene

ous set of scori2s. A
i

mean analysis ranking was conducted to verify module use in
I

comparison to frequency of use. Means and standard
I

deviations were compared to reveal t he extent of the

difference between range of scores a nd
as the variations in range of scores

mean scores as well

(see Table 4)

An interview was conducted with Mr. Marty Hunt at the

Electrical Training Trust, Los Angeles, CA, to answer the
following questions:
(Research Question 2)

Did the Summer program change :he apprenticeship

instructor's perception of their edu(|:ational role?
(Research Question 3)

Are performance objectives and instructional methods
improved from the skills learned in

summer

apprenticeship instructor training?
Demographic information was collected using the survey
instrument. The statistical information was obtained

regarding the following variables: yfars in the
apprenticeship program; years in spedialty; years in' the
trade; years of education; and degreeis obtained.
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In order to collect evaluative information, questions

were developed from modular material covered during!the

institute. The modules were produced by the National Center
for Research in Vocational Education , at Ohio State

University.
The following modules were used

EVOC 501 - Principles and :yiethods for Teaching
Designated Subjects

N-1 Prepare to Work With Adult Learners
N-4 Plan Instruction for Adults

B-2 Develop Student Perforiaance Objectives

B-3 Develop a Unit of Instjruction
B-4 Develop a lesson Plan
B-6 Evaluate the Performance of Adults

EVOC 518 - Field Work in Designated Subjects
C-10 Introduce a Lesson

C-11 Summarize a Lesson

C-13 Employ Reinforcement techniques
C-16 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept Principal
D-6

Evaluate Instructional. Effectiveness

Answers to the survey questions were ranked acebrding
to the questionnaire. For example, survey question one
ranked (Al), meaning (A) Prepare to 1a drk With Adult

was

Learners

and (1) Can you now determine the needs and interest of
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adult learners? A complete list of q uestions and their

corresponding rankings can be found in Figure 2.

I

Models and Theory
A graph was developed to show the interrelated:
!

constructs and propositions that specify relations among
variables in the survey. This overlay graph shows the
observed relationship between the me an and standard

deviation for each survey question.

Sximmary

The theoretical framework in chkpter III served as a
basis for the studies for procedural design. Chapter IV will
provide the reader with an overview of statistical findings
i

an quantitative ex-post facto results.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUlSSION

Introduction

Information was collected regarding demographic variables,

module categories, specific competenj:ies,

and other ^outcome

variables that were defined during t le summer Apprehticeship
Instructor's Institute.

Demographic Variables
Demographic information was collected from all
participants and data collected in three major categories.

The participant's data were divided ^nto years of teaching
the apprenticeship program, years in the trade, and years of
education. Table 1 shows that the mecih for years in

the

apprenticeship program was 7.833 witti

in the

maximum years

program being 19, Other data indicateid that the mean

for total years in the trade was 19.£ (see Table 1).

score

Forty

years of experience was the highest n umber of years spent in
the trade (see Table 1).
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Table 1 Demographic Information

Descriptive Status showing distribution of demographic data for each survey question.

DEMOGRAPHICS

MEAN

MIN.

MAX.

Standard

Deviation

Years in Teaching the Apprenticeship Program

7 833

2

19

4.646

Years in the Trade

19.842

5

40

9.604

Years of Education

14.211

8

18

2.419

1.316

0

4

1.453

Degrees Obtained 0 == none 1 = Associates 2 == Bachelors
3 = Bachelors plus second credential

4 = Masters

Category Analysis
Mean ranking and statistical analysis were used to
determine to what extent pedagogical competencies were

learned during the Summer Apprentice ship Instructors

i
Institute; and, are these currently being utilized by
instructors in the classroom today. Measurements used in the
I
primary analysis included the mean, mode, median, variance,
standard deviation, standard error,

Keller & Warrack (1991) agreed that the mean it the
best measure of central location for

purposes of statistical

inference, while the mode is the set of measurements that

occur the most. Survey questions were assigned alpha numeric
i

ranking for purpose of quantitative analysis (see T^ble 2).

Out of 5 categories that were analyz€>d, category (G)l
i;

Summarizing a Lesson, with question (QG4) (Do you no^w
encourage to ask questions and comments to determine! whether
!

students understood the lesson?) was

mostly used todjay.

Category F, Prepare Teacher made Inst.ructional Materials,
question (QFl) (Do you now involve st.udents

in the planning

and preparation of materials) was det ermined to be least
used. All categories showed excellent

utilization in] the

classroom today. Data for all categor ies appear in Table 3.
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Table 2 List of Survey Questions

Survey questions Assigned Numbered Rjanking for
Quantitative Analysis
SURVEY QUESTIONS

Question

CATEGORY A: Prepare to Work With Adult Learners

QA1 - Can you now determine the needs and interest of adult learners?

QA2 - Can you now determine jeamlng characteristics and preferences of adbit teaming?
QA3 - Can you now determine the differences between andragoglcal and pedagogical positions?

CATEGORY B: PLAN INSTRUCTION FOR ADULTS

QB1 - Can you now provide a variety of instructional methods and activities?

QB2 - Do you use essential tasks/topics in planning instruction for adults?

QB3 - Do you deterrhine student's expectations for the course?

QB4 - Do you now develop at least one lesson plan covering a specific sectiojn...?
CATEGORY C: DEVELOP STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

QC1 - Do you now develop psychomotor objective that meet the following crkeria(A thru C)?
QC2 - Do you now develop cognitive ofc^ectives that meet the following criteria(A thru C)?

QC3 - Do you now develop effective objectives that meetthe following criteri|a(A thru C)?
CATEGORY D: DEVELOP A UNIT OF INSTRUCTION

QD1 - Do you now make sure ol^ectives are stated in terms of student behav ors and performances?
I

QD2 - Do you now make sure evaluation procedures specified in the unit plan are directly based on the ofc^ectaves?

QD3 - Do you now involve students in the formative and refinement stages of the planning process?

QD4 - Do you now provide for individual differences in student abilities and occupational goals?
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(Table 2 continued)

CATEGORY E: DEVELOP A LESSON PLAN

QE1 - Do you now make sure students are given an opportunity to apply what they ieam?

QE2 - Are you now developing lesson plans that Include methods...to help students achieve the lesson ol^ective?
I

QE3 - Do your lesson plans now contain information or techniques meant to
|
pull loose ends together?
I

QE4 - Do your lesson plans now contain resources and evaluation methods?

!

CATEGORY F: PREPARE TEACHER-MADE HVISTRUCTIGNAL MATERIALS

i

QF1 - Do you now involve students in the planning and preparation of materials?

QF2 - Do you now provide concrete experiences...and motivate students ^vith teacher-made Instructional miiterials?

QF3 - Do your instructional materials now meet the following conditions(A tliru C)?

CATEGORY G: SUMMARIZE A LESSON

QG1 - Do you now ensure thatthe important points covered in the lesson weire condensed Into a brief summasjy?
QG2 - Do you now indicate the relationship between the lesson and future lessons?

QG3 - Do you now use students'answers and comments to determine whetfler students understood the lessop?

QG4 - Do you now encourage students to ask questions,make comments,or express ideas during the lesson summary?

CATEGORY H: EMPLOY REISIFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES

OH1 - Do you now immediately reinforce positive behavior?

QH2 - Do you now use effectively a variety of verbal expressions to show approval and disapproval?
QH3 - Do you now use audio or videotape replays to strengthen content learning?

CATEGORY I: EVALUATE YOUR HMSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

QI1 - Do you now determine if students'initial needs,interests,and abilities ate satisfied so progress can be masured?
I

GI2 - Do you now evaluate student achievement?

J: DEMOGRAPHICS
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(Table 2 continued)

Job Title

1 = Instructor

2 = Industry Position

Years in the Apprenticeship Program

Area of Specialty/Course work

1 = General Curriculum (Electronics)

2 = Specialization in Electronics

3 = Other Specialty(non-Electronic)

Years in the Trade

Years of Education

Degrees Obtained

0 = none

1 = yVssociates

3 = Bachelors plus second credential
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4 = Masters

2 = Bachelors

Table 3 Suiranary Survey Questions

Summary listing of all survey questions with the me^^n,
standard deviation, minimum and maximum listed

SUMMARY

!
I

1

STANDARD DEVIATION

MEAN

!

A: Prepare to Work With Adult Learners
i
1

A1

3.947

0.223

i,
1
1

A2

3.833

0.500)

A3

3.667

0.59^
i
1

B: PLAN INSTRUCTION FOR ADULTS
1

B1

0.657i

4.111

1
1

•

1

B2

3.941

0.539

B3

3.816

0.590

B4

3.789

0.694
1

C: DEVELOP STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

,

. ■ ■■

1
1

i
1

1

C1

3.526

0.752 1
!

C2

3.632

0.581
i

C3

3.684

0.729
■

■

D1

1

j

D: DEVELOP A UNIT OF INSTRUCTION

4.105

53

0.718

1

(Table 3 continued)

SUMMARY

D2

4.053

0.51C)

D3

3.211

0.766

D4

3.368

0.871

El

3.895

0.718

E2

3.947

0.605

E3

3.737

0.636

E4

3.842

0.744 ;

E: DEVELOP A LESSON PLAN

F: PREPARE TEACHER-MADE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
j

F1

2.667

0.745 1

F2

3.833

0.601

F3

4.000

0.471

G1

4.316

0.567

G2

4.167

0.601

G3

4.474

0.499

G4

4.579

0.494

G: SUMMARIZE A LESSON

H: EMPLOY REINFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES
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(Table 3 continued)

SUMMARY

HI

4.316

f

;

0.567
1

!

H2

4.158

0.48|8

H3

4.000

0.918

1

1: EVALUATE YOUR INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
!

11

3.842

0.365
.1 ,

12

4.053

55

0.60^1

le 4

Mean Summary Ranking by Chlestion

SUMMARY RANKIn|[j
QUESTION

STANDARD
MEAN

DEVIATION

G4

4.579

0.494

G3

4.474

0.499

G1

4.316

0.567

HI

4.316

0.567

G2

4.167

0.601

H2

4.158

0.488

B1

4.111

0.657

D1

4.105

0.718

D2

4.053

0.510

12

4.053

0.605

F3

4.000

0.471

H3

4.000

0.918

A1

3.947

0.223

E2

3.947

0.605

B2

3.941

0.539

El

3.895

0.718

GROUP
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(Table 4 continued)

SUMMARY RANKIN^

Ik

QUESTION

STANDARD

GROUP

MEAN

DEVIATION

E4

3.842

0.744

11

3.842

0.365

A2

3.833

0.500

F2

3.833

0.601

B3

3.816

0.590

B4

3.789

0.694

E3

3.737

0.636

C3

3.884

0.729

A3

3.667

0.596

C2

3.632

0.581

C1

3.526

0.752

D4

3.368

0.871

D3

3.211

0.766

2.667

0.745

F1

■

.

■ 1 "

■■ ■

■ ■

■
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QuestioniAnalysis
i

■

■

The;data analysis provided infc tmation concerning the
extent to which performance outcomes and instructional

methods improved as a result of the skills learned in the

summer.ir|istitute. From the data analysis,

it was ascertained

that all Icategories showed improveme nt because of skills
learned during the summer program. Thie categories identified
as

most iimportant were:

(QG4) Do lyou now encourage students :o ask questions, make

comments,; or express ideas during the lesson summary
(QG3) Do you now use students' answers and comments to

determine; whether students understood the lesson?

(QGl) Do you now ensure that the important points covered in

the lesson were condensed into a brieif summary?
(QHl) Do you now immediately reinforc(e

positive behajvior?

(QG2) Do you now indicate the relatic]
nship between the
lesson and future lesson?

^(QBl) Caniyou now provide a variety of instructional

methods

and activiities?

(QD2) Do you now make sure evaluation procedures specified

in the unit plan are directly based on the objectives?

(QI2) Do yjou now evaluate student achievement?\
(QF3) Do your instructional materials now meet the following
conditions (A thru C)
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(QH3) Do you now use audio or videotjape replays to j
strengthen content learning?

(QAl) Can you now determine the neec^s and interest bf adult
learners?

(QE2) Are you now developing lesson plans that include
methods ... to help students achieve the lesson objectives?

Categories identified least importantt were:
i

(QFl) Do you now involve students in the planning ahd
preparation of materials?
{QD3) Do you now involve students in the formative and

refinement stages of the planning prbcess?

|
i
i

(QD4) Do you now provide for individual differences jin
student studies and occupational goals?

|

It was interesting to note that questfion (QFl) was scored
the lowest.

To further emphasize the closene ss of the populjation,
'

an overlay graph was developed to shew the relationship
between the mean and the standard deviation (see Figure 1).
Another graph was developed to show the mean and standard

deviation ranking by survey question (see Figure 2). 1

Discussion

Overall, the summer Apprenticeship Training Institute
was a great success.

All information gathered during the

data analysis reflects a high use of pedagogical
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competencies in the classroom and individual's instructional
I

skills greatly improved.

The overlay graph showed 'the
j

relationship between the mean and ttj'e

standard devijation and

demonstrated a very low variance in answers to the isurvey

questions.

Statistical techniques alnd data analysi's were

used to answer each research questiojn and provided
appropriate results.
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Figure 1

Overlay graph showing the relationship between mean and standard deviation
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Figure 2

Mean and Standard Deviation of each competency by degree of use
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Chapter V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMjlENDATIONS

Introduction

America's higher education has k weakness when[it comes
■

,

1

'

to preparing people for the work place. Thurow (1993) argued
that too few workers including engineers and scientists are
being produced relative to the rest of the world. America
r
I

now produces fewer than half the PhD

engineers and j

scientists per Capita than it did in the early 1970st The

largest gap in the American educationlpal system today|is the
■ • .

■

1

lack of post secondary vocational educ ation designed!to

train people for the high tech work place.

|

Organized labor in the United States has always jbeen a
i,

strong advocate of training and educating its work fo'orce. A
■ .

'

• '

ii

•

■

highly skilled force must be developed^ to stay competitive
1

in today's global market place. American firms

1

systematically invest less in the skills of their work force

than their foreign Competitors. For individuals that do not

go on to college, a poor educational sifarting positioh| is
compbunded by less on-the-job-training

in a given

profession.

The new technologies coming into t|:
•he

work place require

everyone to have levels of math and tecinnical

competence

that are far above those needed in the past. Union
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apprenticeship programs are a strong line of defensfe in the

war to develop a productive work force.

Conclusiohs

Based on the research questions and qualitative

analysis, instructors who participated in the study Ichanged
their perception of their educational role, and have!
increased their pedagogical competend;
iies through the'' summer

■ I

institute. Many of these increased skd
:ills were utilised
immediately in classroom instruction which in turn increased

productivity. The summer program did change the

i

apprenticeship instructor's perception of their educattional
.

role by encouraging students to ask qijiestions, make
comments, or express ideas during the lesson summary.! Many

new concepts were obtained and were ra(ted high by the|
participants.

The competency categories that wejre rated high
included; (1) Summarize a Lesson (Category G); (2) Employ
Reinforcement Techniques (Category H); (3) Evaluate YOur
Instructional Effectiveness (Category +); and (4) Plan

Instruction For Adults (Category B).
These categories dealt with actual classroom
instruction and were important because all of the

participants were instructors prior to the institute. This
may be the reason for the high scores and low varianceL
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The categories that were rated.

least importantj, were:
I;

(1) Prepare Teacher-Made Instructior Materials (Catiegory F);

(2) Develop a Unit of Instruction (Category D)
These categories that scored as least important deal
i,
I

I

with the development of instructiona1 materials.

1I

Unfortunately, most instructional material were developed at

union headquarters. Each instruction al center was directed
to use basically the same educational material in order to
I

produce similar educational outcomes.
' ■

i

■

,

I

The addition of these new pedagogical competencies will
1

assist proficient instructor and enhance the apprentiiceship
i

program.

The N.E.C.A./I.B.E.W. Apprenticesship
Institute was a tremendous success,

Instructorjs'

Apprenticeship |

instructors from California came togelther

to share

i

instructional experiences, educational
1 challenges, and life
!

experiences as instructors. They left with a better i
i

understanding of how to utilize their skills in classroom
I

situations. All pedagogical competenc.Les learned in ihe
•

■

.

.

.

.

I'

institute were currently being utilized in Apprentice
'

:

1

Institute program. The quantitative ranking analysis 1
revealed an extremely low variability in the data, orie may

conclude that agreement was high amend the participants
i

regarding the value of competencies learned during th'p
summer institute.
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Recoinmendations

As a result of the data obtaineid through this jstudy,
the following recoinmendations seem c.ppropriate:

11
j,

(1). Due to lack of investment in adequate vocational

educational programs, the United States is becomingja third
world labor force. It is imperative that organized

abor and

industry pickup the slack. Based on data from this study, if

one is to increase ipedagogical competency in instrudtional

practices. One must have the proper \''ocational education.
The I.B.E.W. institute taught importcint pedagogical

competencies that continued to be utilized by particlipants.

(2).Additional studies will be necessary and must fbcus on

other organized trades. This will allpw for a better

understanding of how the pedagogical competency of

j

apprenticeable instructors affects quality of trade

f

educators. Findings from this study must be combined |,with
Nyerek's (1993) findings To Define The In-Service

[,

Pedagogical Needs of I.B.E.W. Apprentl/ceship Instructjors.
(3). It is highly iecommended that the instructional
■ -. • ■■

•

■ I.' ■

■ ■

er bond be estaiilished

institute be continued and that a clos

betweeh California State University Sybtem and organized
labor. A special center at the'University should be
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established to work with organized ].abor in developing new

instructional training programs. Cr^dentialing union
instructors and continuing to insur^ that only the highest
qualified personnel be allowed to ir.struct our "newi

recruits" Will be the key to developing a quality U
workforce.

S.

Investing in the education of highly skilled

instructors must be considered as an investment in America.

4.

All data obtained from this study

overwhelmingly points

to continuing professional apprenticeship instructor
programs.

One must question how eff sctive future

instructional training programs will be due to a lack of

leadership in professional Vocational Education in
ealifornia. To insure continued prof(5ssionalism in the

presentation of pedagogical competencies, California must
invest in its future and reinstate a PhD program in

professional Vocational Education. Leaders produced

through

this program will have a better understanding of
California's unique problems dealing

with its work f prce

continue ensuring excellence in profe:ssional
education.
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

The California

SAN BERNARDINO

State University

James Cregg, Graduate Student, CSUSB

Summer Apprentice Instructional Program
IBEW Apprentice Teachers
I

am

a

graduate

student

in

th4

Vocational

Education

Administration Program at California State University, San
SCHOOL

Bernardino. I am currently doing research on the results of
the Apprentice Instructional Program that was held at Cal
State University, San Bernardino ih July, 1992.
iPlease
complete the questionnaire form that iJs attached and return to

OF

EDUCATION

Marty Hunt as soon as possible. Your response will help me
gather the necessary statistics so that future programs will
accomplish all that it was meant to.

714/880-5600

The survey is designed to get feedba4:k

on how well you were

able to return to your worksite and p^rform the competencies
that were learned during the summer

PPogram.

When you have completed the survey, please send
questionnaire to Marty Hunt at the Electrical Training T

ust,

515 S Ave 19, Los Angeles, CA 90031.

Marty will then r

turn

Once again, thank you for

your

the completed form to me.
expedient cooperation.

J^^ES G. CREGG I /
1 Atch:

MARTY

Questionnaire

5500 University Parkway.San Bernardino,CA 92407-2397
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J

FOLLOW-UP STUDY

/

CALIFORNIA STATEWIDE JATC
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING INSTITUTE
CSU SAN BERNARDINO

This questionnaire seeks input as to what eixtent the competencies
learned during the institute are being utilized today.Please coririplete
and retum thissurvey assoon as possible. Allresponses win hm*Ifmpi
stnctiv confidential. Thank you..

A.

~

Name:

B.

Your job title:

C.

Number of years in the apprenticeship program

1

1

D.

What part of the curriculum in the apprenticeship pfogram do you teach?i
!

i
!

E.

How many years in the trade?
1
.

F.

How many years of education? 8 9 10 11 12 '13

G.

College degree held: Associates

Bachelors

26

14 15 16

Masters

'

1

IliTr^
columnsthat
the degree
to which
you:re
JATC.nstructof
training
institute.best
Thereflects
competencies
are listed
below;
Yourcurrently
choicesusing
rangecompetencies
from 1 thru 5.you gained during
^the

ALWAYS

To what extent are you actually using the
competenciesyou learned in theSummer Training
Institute?

Prepare to Work With Adult Leameft;
y

1. Can you now determine the needs and
interest of adult learners.

2. Can you now determine learning
characteristics and preferences of adult
learning.

3. Can you now determine the differences

between andragogical and pedagogical
positions.
Plan Instruction for Adult«!

1. Can you now provide a variety of
instiructional methods and activities.

2. Do you use essential tasks/topics in
planning instruction for adults.

3. Do you determine students' expectations
for the course.

4. Do you now develop at least one lesson
plan covering a specific section, which
includes, preliminary Information, lessori
approach (objectives and introduction),

lesson development, and lesson summary.
Develop Student Performance Obiactiv*^?

1. Do you now develop psychomotor
objectives that meet the following criteria:
A. Performance is specified
B. Condition is specified
C. Criterion is specified

2. Do you now develop cognitive objectives
that meet the following criteria:
A.Performance is stated in action teims
B. Criterion is specified
C. Criterion is realistic

3. Do you now develop affective objectives
that meet the foliowir>g criteria:
A.Performance calls for attitudes
B. Condition is realistic

C. Feelings/attitudes call for realistic
terms

11

MOST OF
THETIME

SOMETIMES

ALMiOST
NEV ER

NEVER

Devbp m Unit of Instruction:

/

1. Do you now make sure objectives are
stated in terms of student behaviors and
performances.

2. Do you now make sure evaluation

procedures specified in the unit plan are
directly based on the objectives.
3. Do you now involve students in the

formative and refinement stage of the
planning process.

4. Do you now provide for individual
differences in student abilities and
occupational goals.
Dewtop a Lesson Plan:

1. Do you now make sure students are given
an opportunity to apply what they learn.

2. Are you now developing lesson plans that

include methods,technipues,or learning
experiences to help students achieve the
lesson objective.

3. Do your lesson plans now contain

information or techniques meant to pull
loose ends together.

4. Do your lesson plans now contain
resources and evaluation methods.

Prepare Teacher-Made Instnictionai Materiah:
1. Do you now involve students in the

planning and preparation of the materials.
2. Do you now provide concrete

experiences, arouse interest, and motivate
students with teacher made instructional
materials.

3. Do your instructional materials now meet
the following conditions.
A. Qear

B. Concise

C. legible
D.logical

Summarize a Laaaon:

1. Do you now ensure that the important
points covered in the lesson were

condensed into a brief summary.

2.Do you now irKlicate the relationship
between the lesson and future lessons.

3.Do you now use students' answers and
comments to determine whether the
students understood the lesMn.

4. Do you now encourage students to ask
questions, make comments,or express
ideas during the lesson summary.

7_8

Emolov RetnfofCfwerrt Techniou—:

1. Do you now immediately reinforce
positive behavior.

2. Do you now use effectively a variety of
verbal expressions to show approval and
disapproval.

3. Do you now use audio or videotape

replays^O strengthen content learning.
Evaluate Your Instructional Effectivnw

1. Do you now determine if students' initial
needs,interests, and abilities are satisfied
so progress could be measured.

2. Do you now evaluate student
achievement.

Thank you for taking this survey. The answers will allow us to improve teacher
training for future IBEW apprenticeship workshops. Please return the surveys to

Marty Hunt in the Los Angels office who will returr them to me. If you have any

questions do not hesitate to call.(James Cregg (909)-734-3542 or Dr. Jde English
(909) 880-5638)
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